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Molecular orientation and π-π stacking of nonfullerene acceptor determine its domain size and purity in the bulkheterojunction blends with polymer donor. And the interpenetrating networks of donor and acceptor phase play a vital
roles in promoting charge transfer for high-efficiency organic solar cells (OSCs) with low energy loss. Two novel
nonfullerene acceptors (NFAs) featuring indacenobis(dithieno[3,2-b:2ʹ,3ʹ-d]pyrrol) core with meta- or para-alkoxyphenyl
sidechains on the bridging sp3 carbon atoms are designed and denoted as m-INPOIC or p-INPOIC, respectively. The impact
of alkoxyl group positioning on molecular orientation and photovoltaic performance of NFAs is revealed through a
comparison study with the counterparts bearing para-alkylphenyl (INPIC-4F) sidechains. With inward constriction toward
the conjugated backbone, m-INPOIC presents predominant face-on orientation to promote charge transport. The OSCs by
blending m-INPOIC and PBDB-T as active layers exhibit a power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 12.1% without any
processing additive or post-device treatment. By introducing PC71BM as the solid processing-aid, the binary OSCs was
further optimized to deliver an impressive PCE of 14.0%, which is among the highest PCEs for as-cast single-junction OSCs
reported in literature to date. More attractively, PBDB-T:m-INPOIC:PC71BM based OSCs exhibit over 11% PCEs even with
active layer thicker than 300 nm. And the devices can retain over 95% PCE after a storage for 20 days. The outstanding
tolerance to film thickness and outstanding stability of the as-cast devices make m-INPOIC a promising candidate NFA for
large-scale solution-processable OSCs.

1. Introduction
Organic solar cells (OSCs) have attracted considerable
attention because of their unprecedented progress in power
conversion efficiency (PCE),1-5 which now reaches 15.7% in singlejunction cells and over 17% in tandem configuration.6-10 One of the
biggest concerns for commercialization of OSCs is the solutionprocessed active layer, which comprise a donor:acceptor (D:A)
bulk heterojunction (BHJ) blend. Elegant device optimization has
been developed such as solvent additive processing, vapour
annealing11-13 and thermal annealing treatment14-16 within thin
active layers. Solvent additives have been proved to be more
prone to influence the stability and reproducibility of the
devices.17-19 In particular, the compatibility of high-efficiency value
and thick blend film is a major challenge as normally the most of
the highly efficient OSCs provided their optimal performance with
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photoactive layer thickness of ≈100 nm.20 Further increasing the
thickness of BHJ film, the complexity of the BHJ morphology would
be significantly enhanced, which made it challenging to construct
effective charge transport paths in active layer.21 On the other
hand, thin active layer greatly limits the utilization of incident light
as well as the real-world application based on the high-throughput
roll-to-roll or doctor-blading process, where thick photoactive
layer over 300 nm is typically required for the construction of
uniform and trap-free film with large-area.
Several groups have reported that the ternary or processengineering strategy is useful to fabricate thick active films with
good PCEs.20-23 To be noted, most of these devices are based on
fullerene derivatives (PC71BM or PC61BM) as electron-acceptor on
consideration of their excellent electron mobility and isotropic
charge transport property. However, fullerene and its derivatives
may feature a significant burn-in loss under light soaking, primarily
in short-circuited current density (Jsc).24 In addition, the
corresponding high-efficiency fullerene-based devices are highly
dependent on device optimization,13 which is difficult to control in
large-area printing process and proved to be more prone to
influence the stability and reproducibility of the devices.
Compared with fullerene acceptors discussed above, nonfullerene acceptors (NFAs) exhibited impressive advantages, for
example, broad absorption range, easily adjustable energy levels,
tuneable molecular structure and excellent device stability under
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continuous light-irradiation. Recently, Zhan et al.25 reported a
novel NFA with the name of FNIC2, which showing a high electron
mobility, face-on orientation and high crystallinity. After blending
with PTB7-Th (polymer donor), the champion PCE can be over
13%. Unfortunately, the thicknesses of the corresponding devices
are still lower than 200 nm and the stability is not clear. 26 Thus, it
is necessary and urgent to design high-efficiency, thicknessinsensitive and stable as-cast NFA-OSCs configuration for future
commercialization.
Chemical modification is one of the most facile and efficient
method to address these challenges.27-29 Recently, our group have
developed an indacenobis(dithieno[3,2-b:2ʹ,3ʹ-d]pyrrol) (INP) core
based NFA (INPIC-4F),30 featuring an extend absorption to 900 nm
with an optical bandgap of 1.39 eV. Surprisingly, INPIC-4F is prone
to form pronounced spherulites in as-cast devices, resulting in
large phase separation and device efficiency below 10%.31 So in
order to engine this molecule for the need of as-cast devices, we
herein introduced an individual electron-rich oxygen atoms to
increase the intramolecular charge-transfer (ICT) effect of NFA and
changed the position of alkoxyl sidechains on phenyl groups in
INPIC-4F molecule, where the meta-substituted and parasubstituted NFAs are named as m-INPOIC and p-INPOIC,

respectively. Interestingly, small changes in the substitution
position on sidechain exert great influence not only on the
optoelectronic properties but also on the molecular packing
orientation and crystallinity of the NFA materials. The variation in
molecular ordering were found to be related to the distortion of
core units with different sidechain modification, which further
triggered the dramatic changes in the solubility, molecule
planarity and electron mobility of the NFA materials. After
blending with PBDB-T, the subtle sidechain engineering induced
the significant influence on the carrier recombination, carrier
extraction and morphologic feature, and further photovoltaic
performance of the corresponding devices. Indeed, benefiting
from the preferred “face-on” orientation and intense molecular
packing, the as-cast PBDB-T/m-INPOIC OSCs show a PCE of 12.1%,
much higher than that of PBDB-T/p-INPOIC (10.6%) and PBDBT/INPIC-4F (9.71%) devices, respectively. When adding PC71BM as
solid processing-aid to further manipulate the blend morphology,
the as-cast ternary devices obtained a champion PCE of 14.0%.
More importantly, the ternary devices exhibit over 11% PCE even
with active layer thicker than 300 nm and can retain over 95% PCE
after 480 hours storage under N2 atmosphere.

Fig. 1 (a) Chemical structures and simulated geometries of three NFAs. (b) 2D GIWAXS patterns of three NFA neat films. (c) 1D GIWAXS line-cuts of three NFA neat films in the inplane (IP) and out-of-plane (OOP) direction, where predominant face-on molecular orientation is observed for m-INPOIC while mixed face-on and edge-on orientation can be
found for both INPIC-4F and p-INPOIC. (d) Schematic diagram for molecular orientation in NFA neat films.

2. Results and discussion

The synthetic route for m-INPOIC and p-INPOIC is showed in
Scheme S1 (ESI†). The Knoevenagel condensation between di-
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aldehydes of alkoxy-substituted INP cores and fluorinated 3(dicyanomethylidene)-indan-1-one (2F-IC) is the key step, which
afforded m-INPOIC and p-INPOIC in 80% and 75% yield,
respectively. The detailed procedure and characterizations
including 1H NMR, 13C NMR and mass spectra are provided in the
Supporting Information (Fig. S1-S6, ESI†). The thermal stability of
m-INPOIC and p-INPOIC was evaluated by thermogravimetric
analysis (TGA), with traces shown in Fig. S7a (ESI†). A high
decomposition temperature (Td, corresponding to 5% weight loss)
~ 376 ℃ is observed for two alkoxylated NFAs, much higher than
that of alkylated INPIC-4F (Td = 332 oC).
Density functional theory (DFT) calculation with B3LYP/631G(d,p) basic set was employed to investigate the chemical
geometries of three acceptors. As observed in Fig. 1a, all acceptors
show nearly planar molecular configurations from the side view.
Thanks to the higher flexibility and planarity of alkoxyl sidechains,
m-INPOIC and p-INPOIC show more regular alkoxylphenyl
orientation as compared to INPIC-4F, implying the existence of an
O-H attractive interaction. In addition, meta-substituted m-INPOIC
exhibits more flexible molecular geometry, mainly due to the
meta-substitution alkoxylphenyl groups attached INP core. The
inward constriction toward molecular backbone may facilitate the
intermolecular π-π stacking and unify molecular orientation of mINPOIC.32 The flexible geometry of m-INPOIC may help to enhance
the solubility of material. To prove this, we tested the solubility of
these three materials in commonly used processing solvent,
chlorobenzene. Interestingly, m-INPOIC show a higher solubility (~
20 mg/mL) than that of p-INPOIC (~ 10 mg/mL) and INPIC-4F (~ 3
mg/mL). Furthermore, we checked the dissolution condition for
as-synthesized NFAs in poor solvents (ethyl acetate).33 As shown in
Fig. S7b (ESI†), m-INPOIC exhibits a better solubility even in the
poor solvent in comparison with that of p-INPOIC and INPIC-4F.
The enhanced solubility of m-INPOIC relative to those of p-INPOIC
and INPIC-4F would slow down the crystallinity speed during the
spinning and drying process. Together with a preferred “face-on”
molecular packing of polymer donor and m-INPOIC materials (will
discussed below), thus, a more pronounced “hierarchical
morphology” in PBDB-T:m-INPOIC bulk heterojunction blend film
is expected, which is beneficial for the efficient exciton
dissociation and charge transport.
The ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) absorption spectra of the
three NFA material were measured in dilute chloroform (see in
Fig. S7c, ESI†) and in solid state (see in Fig. 2a) and the
corresponding absorption data are summarized in Table 1. All
NFAs exhibit broad absorption range from 600 to 900 nm in both
the solution and solid state. In detail, compared to INPIC-4F with
absorption maximum at 821 nm, m-INPOIC shows a slightly blueshifted absorption with absorption maximum at 805 nm, while pINPOIC peaks at 823 nm. Furthermore, the absorption peak of mINPOIC, p-INPOIC and INPIC-4F films red-shifted by ~37 nm, 44 nm
and 52 nm in comparison with that in their chloroform solutions,
respectively, implying that m-INPOIC exhibited a more dispersed
molecular aggregation than the other two isomers, which is
constant with the results from DFT simulation. Moreover, the

optical bandgap (Egopt) of m-INPOIC and p-INPOIC was estimated
to be 1.41 and 1.37 eV, respectively, close to that of INPIC-4F (Egopt
= 1.39 eV). The electrochemical cyclic voltammetry (CV)
measurements were conducted to evaluate the electrochemical
properties of NFAs, with the CV curves shown in Fig. S7d (ESI†).
The highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) energy levels were thus
calculated from redox peak potentials. The HOMO/LUMO levels of
m-INPOIC and p-INPOIC are calculated to be -5.41 eV/-3.97 eV and
-5.38 eV/-4.00 eV, respectively (Table 1). These two alkoxysubstituted NFAs have slightly down-shifted LUMO levels but upshifted HOMO levels in comparison to INPIC-4F, as clearly
observed from the energy level diagrams Fig. 2b. The
electrochemical bandgap (EgCV) values agree well with those Egopt
ones for all NFAs.
To verify the aforementioned discussion, grazing-incidence
wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS) measurement was
performed to investigate the molecular ordering and texture of
neat NFAs in solid state. As depicted in Fig. 1b&1c, the neat INPIC4F show strong lamellar (100) and (200) and π-π stacking peaks in
out-of-plane orientation, indicative of anisotropic packing in faceon and edge-on orientation, which is constant with the literature
reported by Wang et al.31 After introducing oxygen atoms into
alkylphenyl sidechain, this phenomenon is slightly decreased
(weaker lamellar peak intensity in OOP direction). In contrast,
after change the alkoxyl sidechain position from para to meta, the
textures of the m-INPOIC is remarkably different from that of pINPOIC. Specifically, a well-defined (010) reflection peak at q~ 1.78
Å-1 only appears in OOP direction of m-INPOIC, accompanied by
the appearance of (100) peak in in-plane direction, suggesting a
highly face-on crystal packing with respect to the substrate, which
is similar to the previously reported high-efficiency NFA system.
Table 1 Optical, electrochemical and thermal properties of three acceptors
λmax

λmax

λonset

Egopt

HOMO

LUMO

EgCV

[nm]a

[nm]b

[nm]b

[eV]c

[eV]

[eV]

[eV]

INPIC-4F

769

821

892

1.39

-5.42

-3.94

1.48

332

p-INPOIC

779

823

905

1.37

-5.38

-4.00

1.38

377

m-INPOIC

773

810

879

1.41

-5.41

-3.97

1.44

376

Acceptors

aIn

o

Td [ C]

chloroform solution (conc. 10-5 M); bin thin film; cEgopt =1240/λonset.

As the conjugation properties is one of the vital part of
evaluating organic semiconductors. In particular, the information
of π-π stacking (dπ-π) and coherence length (Lc) in OOP direction is
extremely important for organic photovoltaic material. The IP and
OOP profiles from GIWAXS patterns are shown in Fig. 1c. We
evaluated that the smallest dπ-π was obtained from m-INPOIC neat
films (dπ-π = 3.53 Å) in comparison with that of INPIC-4F (dπ-π = 4.00
Å) and p-INPOIC (dπ-π = 3.88 Å). However, from the absorption
spectra, the redshift of m-INPOIC from solution to thin-film is the
smallest relative to other two counterparts, suggesting the
weakest π-π stacking in m-INPOIC. These two results can not be
self-constant, thus, we speculated that the information in the OOP
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direction does not fully represent the information of the INPIC-4F
and p-INPOIC since these two materials present the mixed
crystalline property and anisotropic packing. Furthermore, the
coherence length features a positive relationship with the
conjugation and planarity of materials. As calculated from OOP
profiles, the Lc values of three materials are 5.2 nm, 3.4 nm and
2.4 nm, respectively. Therefore, m-INPOIC exhibits the minimum
degree of conjugation in comparison with that of INPIC-4F and pINPOIC, which is in accordance with the DFT results about the
most flexible geometry in m-INPOIC molecules. However, we
hypothesized that the suppressed crystallinity of m-INPOIC is
advantageous for “molecular organization” to form the optimal
hierarchical morphology, which is beneficial for the charge
transport and extraction.34,35

contrast, PBDB-T:p-INPOIC and PBDB-T:INPIC-4F as-cast devices
yielded a moderate PCE of 10.6% and 9.71%, respectively. As
illustrated in Table S1, the m-INPOIC devices exhibit significantly
improved Jsc than p-INPOIC and PBDB-T:INPIC-4F counterparts.
Meanwhile, alkoxylated m-INPOIC and p-INPOIC based OSCs
present 15 and 11 mV increased Voc in comparison to that of
alkylated INPIC-4F device. The tolerance of device performance to
active layer thickness was further investigated with the optimized
D/A (1:1) ratio, where the thickness (85 ~ 252 nm) was controlled
by the solution concentrations and spin-coating speed. The
variation of PCEs for three NFAs as-cast OSCs with active layer
thickness can be found in Fig. 5d. Generally, the thicker the active
layer, the more severe recombination will appear, resulting in a
decreased FF and PCE for devices.20 However, PBDB-T/m-INPOIC
(1:1, w/w) based devices exhibit over 11% PCE with 85~206 nm
active layers and 10.2% still obtained even with 250 nm thicker
blend film, while p-INPOIC and INPIC-4F based devices decreased
from 10.6% to 6.58% and from 9.71% to 5.57%, respectively. The
good tolerance of PBDB-T/m-INPOIC based OSCs to film thickness
should be ascribed to the balanced charge transport and the lower
bimolecular recombination in blend films.36
Table 2 Device parameters of the optimized PBDB-T/NFA (1:1, w/w) OSCs
Active layer (102 nm)

Fig. 2 (a) UV-vis absorption spectra of three NFAs in thin films; (b) Energy levels
diagram of PBDB-T and three NFAs. (c) J-V curves of the best-performing PBDB-T/NFA
OSCs under AM 1.5 G illumination. (d) EQE plots of the corresponding optimized
devices.

To investigate the photovoltaic performance of these novel
acceptors, bulk-heterojunction (BHJ) OSCs were fabricated with an
inverted structure of indium tin oxide (ITO)/ZnO/active
layer/MoOx/Ag. The polymer PBDB-T was selected as electron
donor due to its complementary absorption and well matched
energy levels with our acceptors. Chlorobenzene (CB) was selected
as processing solvent. Notably, after dissolving the donor and
acceptor in CB solvent in 80 oC, then all devices were constructed
without addition of any processing additives and annealing
treatment. The effect of D/A weight ratio (1:0.8~1:1.2) and active
layer thickness (85~252 nm) on device performance was studied,
and the detailed optimization processes are summarized in the
Supporting Information (Table S1 and Table S2, ESI†). Upon
systematic device optimizations, the promising D/A blend ratio for
binary devices was found to be 1:1 (weight ratio), and optimal
thickness of active layer is ≈102 nm.
The J-V characteristics of the optimized devices based on
three NFAs are plotted in Fig. 2c, with the corresponding
photovoltaic parameters listed in Table 2. The PBDB-T:m-INPOIC
as-cast devices exhibited a promising PCE of 12.1%, with a shortcircuit current density (Jsc) of 21.3 mA cm-2, open-circuit voltage
(Voc) of 850 mV, and fill factor (FF) of 66.9%, respectively. In

JSC a)

JSC
-2

[mA cm ]

-2

[mA cm ]

b)

VOC
[mV]

FF
[%]

PCE
[%]

PCE
[%]

PBDB-T:m-INPOIC

21.3

20.7

850

66.9

12.1

11.8

PBDB-T:p-INPOIC

19.0

18.4

846

66.1

10.6

10.4

PBDB-T:INPIC-4F

18.4

17.9

835

63.2

9.71

9.64

a) J

SC

integrated from EQE curves in Figure 2b;

b) average

PCEs from 10 devices.

The external quantum efficiency (EQE) curves of the
corresponding optimized devices are shown in Fig. 2d. Obviously,
all the EQE plots exhibit a broad photoresponse range from 300 to
900 nm. The m-INPOIC based devices exhibit a stronger photon
response with higher EQE values in the whole absorption
spectrum in comparison to p-INPOIC and INPIC-4F based ones.
Especially, PBDB-T/m-INPOIC devices recorded over 70% EQE in
the regions of 520-650 nm and 690-760 nm. With the increase of
the light-to-current conversion, a greatly improved Jsc was thus
obtained in m-INPOIC based devices compared to those of two
counterparts.37 The Jsc integrated from EQE curves was
determined to be 20.7, 18.4 and 17.9 mA cm-2, respectively, for mINPOIC, p-INPOIC and INPIC-4F based devices, which agrees well
with the values obtained from the J-V curves within 5% error.
Fig. 3a presents the photocurrent density (Jph) as a function
of effective voltage (Veff) of the OSC devices. In detail, Jph is
calculated by the difference between the light current and dark
current, Jsat represents the saturation current. Veff is given by Veff =
V0-V, where V0 is the compensation voltage defined as Jph (V0) = 0,
and V is the applied voltage.38 Compared to INPIC-4F, m-INPOIC
and p-INPOIC based devices possess better charge collection
property, due to higher Jph values even at low Veff. The Jph/Jsat
ratios were calculated to evaluate the exciton dissociation
processes in these devices. The Jph/Jsat value of m-INPOIC based
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devices was found to be 86%, while 83% and 80% for p-INPOIC
and INPIC-4F based devices, respectively. A higher Jph/Jsat value in
m-INPOIC based device indicated that the corresponding OSCs
feature more efficient exciton dissociation and charge collection
processes, leading to higher Jsc and FF.39 The charge recombination
processes were investigated by measuring JSC and VOC as a function
of light intensity (Plight). In general, the relationship of Plight and JSC
can be defined as JSC∝PS, and the bimolecular recombination in
the devices are negligible when S value is close to 1.40 In Fig. 3b,
the S values for the three devices are all 0.99, indicating that the
bimolecular recombination is more efficiently suppressed in all
three systems. Fitting the relationship of Voc and light intensity, as
shown in Fig. 3c, the slopes for Voc as a function of light intensity in
PBDB-T/m-INPOIC and PBDB-T/p-INPOIC devices are 1.19 and 1.23
kT/q respectively, while that in INPIC-4F based devices is
calculated to 1.35 kT/q. In general, when the slope is equal to 2
kBT/q, trap-assisted recombination will dominate. In other words,
the slope should be equal to 1 kBT/q when the trap-assisted
recombination is not a hampered factor in the device. 41 It is clear
that the devices based on m-INPOIC have the lowest trap-assisted
recombination, thus an efficient charge extraction can be
obtained. From the transient photocurrent curves (Fig. 3d), the
carrier extraction time for m-INPOIC, p-INPOIC and INPIC-4F
based OSCs is calculated as 0.65, 0.78 and 1.6 μs, respectively. The
shorter extraction time in m-INPOIC based OSCs reveals more
efficient charge extraction process occurs in the BHJ blends of
PBDB-T:m-INPOIC, which can explain the higher Jsc and FF in the
corresponding devices.

Fig. 3 (a) Jph versus Veff, (b) JSC versus light intensity, (c) VOC versus light intensity, and
(d) transient photocurrent curves of designed PBDB-T:NFA OSCs.

To better evaluate the charge transport properties of three
BHJ blends, the hole mobility (µh) and electron mobility (µe) were
measured by SCLC method. The mobilities were calculated by
fitting the J-Vs from the corresponding hole-only and electron-only
devices in the dark condition. As showed in Fig. S8 and Table S3
(ESI†), similar µh (2.03-2.13×10-4 cm2 V-1s-1) was obtained for these

blends. On the other hand, the PBDB-T/m-INPOIC blends
presented higher electron mobility and more balanced charge
mobilities (µe = 2.13×10-4 cm2 V-1s-1, μh/μe = 1.00) than that of
PBDB-T/p-INPOIC film (μe = 2.06×10-4 cm2 V-1s-1, μh/μe = 1.00) and
PBDB-T:INPIC-4F film (μe = 8.96×10-5 cm2 V-1 s-1, μh/μe = 2.27).
Critically, the improved µe and more balanced charge carrier
mobility are favorable for more effective charge transport and
extraction, thus leading to higher Jsc and FF for PBDB-T/m-INPOIC
based OSCs.42
Since the device performance is strongly correlated to the
morphology of blend film, we conducted a series of investigation
of morphological characterization to correlate the morphologyperformance relationship. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was
firstly utilized to detect the surface morphology of the three blend
films. From the AFM images (Fig. 4a), the root-meant-square
roughness (RMS) values of three blend films based on m-INPOIC,
p-INPOIC and INPIC-4F are 1.86, 3.21, 4.78 nm, respectively. The
suitable rough surface formed in m-INPOIC blend film was caused
by the enhanced solubility and favorable crystallinity, which could
explain the higher FF in the corresponding devices.43 Seen from
TEM images (Fig. 4b), m-INPOIC blend film maintained
appropriate domain sizes and presented an optimal phase
separation, while big domains can be observed in INPIC-4F and pINPOIC blends. The appropriate nanoscale phase separation
properties would benefit for exciton separation, thus leading to
higher Jsc and FF.
The molecular packing in blend films was also characterized
by GIWAXS. As seen from Fig. S9 (ESI†), the π-π stacking
diffraction peak of PBDB-T in the OOP direction is more
pronounced than those in the IP direction, indicating a
preferential face-on orientation. In blend state, as shown in Fig. 4c
and 4d, the crystalline feature constitutes of diffraction signals
from both PBDB-T and three NFAs. Especially, PBDB-T:m-INPOIC
presents higher lamellar (100) and π-π stacking (010) peak
intensities relative to the other two films, revealing that higher
molecular ordering is formed in the PBDB-T:m-INPOIC blend. The
π-π stacking distance (dπ-π) was evaluated to quantize the
crystallinity of three blend films. We found that m-INPOIC blend
film has the smallest dπ–π of 3.61 Å, indicating that m-INPOIC
exhibits the strongest intermolecular π-π stacking. Moreover, a
sharp diffraction located at qz = 0.4-0.5 Å-1 in the OOP direction
was observed in p-INPOIC or INPIC-4F blends, which is assigned to
edge-on lamellar stacking of the corresponding acceptor. This
implies that p-INPOIC and INPIC-4F blends have both edge-on and
face-on packing modes, while PBDB-T:m-INPOIC blend shows
predominant face-on orientation. The uniform molecular order
would promote the intimate contact between donors and
acceptors for efficient charge extraction, thus leading to higher Jsc
and FF.28
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Fig. 4 (a) AFM images of three blend films. (b) TEM images of three blend films. (c) 2D GIWAXS patterns of three blend films. (d) 1D GIWAXS line-cuts of the blends in IP and OOP
direction.

According to previous research, ternary strategy has shown
great potential to further improve the photovoltaic performance
of OSC devices.44 Our recent study shows that a carefully selected
third component is beneficial for both charge generation and
transport to achieve a concomitant improvement in all
photovoltaic parameters in ternary devices.45 PC71BM is reported
to work as transport channel while NFA forms the intricate phaseseparated pathway network in ternary OSCs, leading to better
carrier generation and transport.46 Considering the PCE of as-cast
PBDB-T:m-INPOIC based OSCs was limited by the moderate FF
(66.9%), further device optimization was explored by
incorporating the third component PC71BM as a solid processingaid into the binary system. The influence of PC71BM incorporation
into PBDB-T/m-INPOIC blends was carefully optimized. Fig. 5a and
5b depict the J-V characteristics and EQE curves for the resulting
ternary devices with the addition of 15 wt% and 30 wt% PC71BM.

Notably, after incorporating PC71BM into PBDB-T/m-INPOIC blend,
a maximum PCE of 14.0% can be obtained for PBDB-T/mINPOIC/PC71BM (1:1:0.15, w/w/w) ternary device with 162 nm
thick active layer, which is the highest value for single-junction ascast OSCs reported to date (Fig. 5c). This statement is made on the
basis of our careful survey of the most recent high-efficiency ascast OSCs (Table S4, ESI†). The high performance could be
ascribed to the morphology optimization by adding PC71BM.46
Moreover, the EQE results demonstrate that the ternary device
possesses higher photon-to-carrier conversion efficiencies than
binary systems, which is consistent with higher Jsc in ternary
devices. A close look at the device parameters of optimized binary
and ternary OSCs in Table 3, one can find that 15 wt% PC71BM can
improve both charge generation and transport in PBDB-T mINPOIC, resulting in a concomitant improvement in all
photovoltaic parameters in ternary devices.
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Table 3 Device photovoltaic parameters of PBDB-T/m-INPOIC/P71BM based OSCs
PBDB-T/m-INPOIC/P71BM

Jsc

(by weight ratio)

[mA cm ]

1:1:0

21.3

1:1:0.15
1:1:0.30
a) J

SC

Jsc

a)

b)

Voc

FF

PCE

[mV]

[%]

[%]

20.7

850

66.9

12.1

11.8

22.8

22.1

857

71.6

14.0

13.6

20.2

19.6

858

67.3

11.6

11.5

-2

-2

[mA cm ]

PCE
[%]

integrated from EQE curves in Figure 5b; b) average PCEs from 10 devices.

To further evaluate the potential of practical application, the
optimal PBDB-T/m-INPOIC/PC71BM (1:1:0.15, w/w/w) ternary
OSCs was explored in a wide range of active layer thickness from
82 to 342 nm. The detailed device parameters are listed in Table
S2. As shown in Fig. 5c & 5d, all photovoltaic parameters are
insensitive to the increase of active layer thickness in the region of
82-202 nm, where high Jsc (~22 mA cm-2) and FF (~70%) values
were achieved to afford PCEs over 13% even with 202 nm thick
active layers. These results are even better than all reported bestperforming as-cast OSCs with active layers thinner than 110 nm
(Fig. 5c). Notably, m-INPOIC based ternary devices deliver over

11% PCEs even with active layers thicker than 300 nm, indicating
its good tolerance to film thickness. The correlation of device
performance with thickness of active layers for all as-cast devices
of three NFAs OSCs is presented in Fig. 5d for direct comparison.
The optimal thickness of active layer was found to be 102 nm for
all three NFAs based binary OSCs while 162 nm for ternary
devices. Both binary and ternary devices based on m-INPOIC
exhibit higher PCEs than p-INPOIC and INPIC-4F based devices at
the same thickness of active layer. PCEs over 11% can be readily
achieved in wide windows of blend film thickness, i.e., no thicker
than 206 nm or 302 nm for m-INPOIC as-cast binary or ternary
OSCs, respectively. The excellent tolerance of m-INPOIC as-cast
OSCs to active layer thickness makes it attractive for mass
production of large area devices with industrial solutionprocessing techniques.

Fig. 5 (a) J-V curves and (b) EQE plots of the corresponding optimized ternary devices. (c) PCE as a function of thickness for our as-cast device and as-cast OSCs reported in
literature. Source references for the data points are provided in Table S4 in ESI. (d) PCEs as a function of active layer thickness for our NFAs based devices. (e) Stability test for
binary and ternary devices

The device stability of the optimal ternary OSCs was also
investigated and compared with the best-performing binary
devices based on m-INPOIC and INPIC-4F. As shown in Fig. 5e, all
m-INPOIC based devices exhibited much better stability than
INPIC-4F based ones within the continuous monitoring of device
performance in nitrogen atmosphere for 480 hours. A PCE
retention over 95% and 84% was observed for m-INPOIC binary
and ternary OSCs, while only 50% was found for INPIC-4F devices.
The stability of m-INPOIC devices may be attributed to unified
molecular orientation of m-INPOIC, as revealed by GIWAXS (Fig.
1b&1c). The incorporation of PC71BM endows PBDB-T/m-INPOIC

with even better device stability, indicated by the level-off PCEs of
ternary devices after a slow decrease in the first 100-hour-storage.
For such ternary blends of donor/NFA/PC71BM, the PC71BM phase
is revealed to separate with the donor and NFA to form
morphological framework and provide efficient electron mobility,
and the donor and NFA form a smaller size phase separation that
fits into the PC71BM mesh network.46 In this case, the incorporated
PC71BM works as carrier transporting highway and protector to
stabilize the donor/NFA phase-separated interpenetrating
network. As a result, higher JSC and FF values can be achieved in
ternary devices in comparison to the corresponding donor/NFA
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binary ones (Table 3). More importantly, the ternary OSCs can also
harvest significantly enhanced device stability (Fig. 5e). The dual
advantage of carefully added PC71BM to improve both OSCs
performance and stability suggests the great potential for our
molecular orientation unified m-INPOIC to be explored in solutionprocessing large area of high-efficiency yet stable as-cast OSCs in
wide windows of active layer thickness.

3. Conclusion
We have designed a meta-alkoxyphenyl substituted
nonfullerene acceptor (m-INPOIC) to unify face-on molecular
orientation, which realized over 13% efficiencies for as-cast singlejunction solar cells in a wide range of active layer thickness
(82~202 nm). The impact of introduction and positioning of alkoxy
sidechains was systematically investigated in comparison with the
para-alkoxy substituted p-INPOIC and para-alkylphenyl
substituted INPIC-4F. The m-INPOIC presents predominant faceon orientation in films and higher electron mobility than two
counterparts. The as-cast PBDB-T/m-INPOIC binary OSCs show a
PCE of 12.1 %, with a short-circuit current density (Jsc) of 21.3 mA
cm-2, open-circuit voltage (Voc) of 850 mV, and fill factor (FF) of
66.9 %. The as-cast devices were further optimized by
incorporating PC71BM as solid processing-aid to improve charge
transport and morphology stability in ternary blends, a maximum
PCE of 14.0% was obtained with a good tolerance to film thickness
and enhanced device stability. The design strategy manifests the
benefits of unifying molecular orientation of NFA and
incorporating PC71BM in blend films for high-efficiency as-cast
OSCs.
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